
LINE SERVICES

To bring your business or private jet back to a high quality finish, FACC offers a service to 
clean the aircraft and perform minor cosmetic repairs.

REPAIR & REPLACEMENT

Even minor repairs or replacement of the certain interior components can have a great 
impact. Recovering the interior liners, seats, side ledges, baggage area or even the carpet 
can make your jet shine again. Our FACC team of specialists is also able to replace  
surface materials as well as repair cabinet surfaces and wood throughout the aircraft.

HIGH END REFURBISHMENT

Welcome to first class with our tailor-made integrated interior solutions. If you wish to 
completely renew the interior look of your aircraft, FACC’s team of specialists comes 
into play.  With our STC certification, engineering, design and craftmanship skills, the sky 
is the limit. We offer everything from a single source from the first sketch of your new 
dream interior, to the high quality production and final installation. From the cockpit to 
the luxury cabin, from the galley to the lavatory, FACC can realize your dreams, all in  
a perfect blend of aesthetics, comfort and functionality.

CUSTOM INTERIOR & LAYOUT CHANGE

If you prefer luxury custom interior or even a complete layout change, you have come to 
the right place with FACC as well. You can even determine a new arrangement of sea-
ting, meeting and sleeping facilities. Our in-house interior design team offers you a range 
of cabin modifications, innovative designs, comprehensive layout changes and respective 
certification competences including the privilege of Major Changes – exceeding your 
expectations. bEYoND HorIZons

Whether you wish to polish or upgrade the interior of your  
business or private jet or have it designed in a completely new 
luxury look - our specialists at FACC leave nothing to be desired.

facc.com

For more information please contact:

E-mail: aftermarket.services@facc.com
Service line: +43 59 616 3950 

FACC Aftermarket Services
Repair | Refurbish | Replace

HANDCRAFTED BUSINESS JET 
INTERIOR REFURBISHMENT
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By holding the approvals 
PART 21J (Design Organization), 
PART 21G (Production Organization), 
PART 145 (Maintenance Organization) 
from EASA, FAA, TCCA and CAAC, 
FACC is capable of planning, designing and 
producing all kind of refurbishment services 
for your business or private jet.

THE SUPERIOR 

ONE-STOP-SHOP



FINEST MATERIALS
For the exclusive refurbishment of your cabin, FACC provides you with an exquisite 
selection of the fi nest materials such as luxury leathers, fabric and carpets, exotic 
veneers and carbon looks. It takes a specially trained eye to source these raw materials 
and our specialists personally handpick them, for example, each large veneer sheet 
for further processing.

bEYoND HorIZons

FUNCTIONALITY
At FACC, we understand that business or private jet owners not only attach importance to 
design, appearance, and comfort, but also to functionality. We make components that not 
only are pleasing to the eye but function as designed and intended.

MANUFACTURED BY SPECIALISTS
FACC has a long history of producing quality interiors for a number of the top OEM’s in the 
world.  We are proud of our highly qualifi ed and experienced specialists in all departments 
who are passionate about their work. We manufacture all parts with attention to detail and 
fi ne craftsmanship. From the initial concept through the processing of materials to the fi nal 
fi nish, the highest level of competency is achieved. 

This offers clear advantages in terms of agility and fl exibility as well as cost effectiveness 
for your cabin refurbishment project.
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